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Abstract
This paper investigates in3nite hierarchies on alternation-depth and alternation-size of alter-
nating pushdown automata (apda’s) with sublogarithmic space. We 3rst show that there is an
in3nite hierarchy on alternation-depth for apda’s with sublogarithmic space. We next investigate
a relationship between alternation-depth and alternation-size, and show that for sublogarithmic
space-bounded apda’s, alternation-depth k is better than alternation-size k for each k¿3. We
3nally show that there is an in3nite hierarchy on alternation-size for apda’s with sublogarithmic
space. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Alternating pushdown automata; Alternation-depth; Alternation-size; Sublogarithmic
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1. Introduction
Alternating Turing machines (aTm’s) were introduced in [3] as a mechanism to
model parallel computations. After that, two kinds of measure on alternation were in-
vestigated. One is alternation-depth which corresponds to the number of alternations
occurring in an accepting computation path, and the other is alternation-size which
corresponds to the total number of alternations occurring in an accepting computation
tree. For alternation-depth, Braunm>uhl et al. [1], Ge@ert [6], and LiCskiewicz and Reis-
chuk [13] showed that the alternation hierarchy for Turing machines with space bounds
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between log log n and log n is in3nite. (Note that it is shown in Theorem 13:1:1 of [15]
that all alternation hierarchies related to strongly L(n) space-bounded two-way Turing
machines collapse, if L(n)¿ log n.) Section 3 of this paper investigates the alternation-
depth hierarchy for alternating pushdown automata (apda’s) [16] with sublogarithmic
space, and shows that there is an in3nite hierarchy on alternation-depth for apda’s with
spaces between log log n and log n. More speci3cally, we show, for example, that for
any k¿2, there exists a language accepted by a strongly log log n space-bounded and k
alternation-depth bounded two-way adpa with the initial state existential (resp., univer-
sal), but not accepted by any weakly o(log n) space-bounded and k alternation-depth
bounded two-way aTm with the initial state universal (resp., existential).
There have been few investigations about the alternation-size of alternating machines.
Buntrock and Hoene [2] showed that for space bounds ¿ log n, the number of reversals
occurring on the pushdown tape of a NauxPDA corresponds to the alternation-size
of a two-way aTm, where NauxPDA denotes a nondeterministic two-way auxiliary
pushdown automaton [2, 7]. Section 4 investigates a relationship between alternation-
depth and alternation-size, and shows that there is a language accepted by a strongly
log log n space-bounded and two alternation-depth bounded two-way apda with the
initial state universal, but not accepted by any weakly o(log n) space-bounded and
o(
√
n) alternation-size bounded two-way aTm. Section 5 investigates the alternation-
size hierarchy for apda’s with sublogarithmic space, and shows that there exists an
in3nite hierarchy on alternation-size of apda’s (aTm’s) with sublogarithmic space. More
speci3cally, we show, for example, that for each k¿1, there is a language accepted by
a strongly log log n space bounded and 2k alternation-size bounded two-way apda with
the initial state existential, but not accepted by any weakly o(log n) space-bounded and
k alternation-size bounded two-way aTm with the initial state existential (universal).
Section 2 gives the de3nitions and notations necessary for this paper. Section 6
concludes this paper by giving some open problems.
2. Preliminaries
A two-way alternating pushdown automaton (2apda) [16] is a generalization of a
two-way nondeterministic pushdown automaton (2npda) [12] whose state set is par-
titioned into ‘universal’ and ‘existential’ states. The input of a 2apda M is delimited
by the left endmarker c= and the right endmarker $. We can view the computation of
M as a tree whose nodes are labeled by instantaneous descriptions (ID’s). An ID is
called universal (existential, accepting) if the state associated with that ID is universal
(existential, accepting). A computation tree of M on input w is a tree such that the
root is labeled by the initial ID and the children of any nonleaf node labeled by a
universal (existential) ID include all (one) of the immediate successors of that ID. A
computation tree is accepting if it is 3nite and all the leaves are labeled by accepting
IDs. M accepts w if there is an accepting computation tree of M on w. A computation
tree of M (on some input) is l space-bounded if all nodes of the tree are labeled with
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IDs using at most l cells of the pushdown stack. Let L(n) :N →N be a function, where
N denotes the set of all the positive integers. M is weakly L(n) space-bounded if for
every input w of length n, n¿1, that is accepted by M , there exists an L(n) space-
bounded accepting computation tree of M on w. M is strongly L(n) space-bounded if
for every input w of length n (accepted by M or not), n¿1, any computation tree of
M on w is L(n) space-bounded.
If the state of the 3nite control of a 2apda M changes from universal to existential or
vice versa, we say that the computation path has an alternation at this point. For each
k¿1, we say a computation tree of a 2apda M is k alternation-depth (alternation-size)
bounded if each computation path of this tree makes at most k−1 alternations (if the
total number of alternations occurring in this tree is at most k−1). Let a(n) :N →N be
a function. We say M is a(n) alternation-depth (alternation-size) bounded if for every
input w of length n, n¿1, that is accepted by M , there exists an a(n) alternation-depth
(alternation-size) bounded accepting computation tree of M on w.
A one-way alternating pushdown automaton (1apda) is a 2apda whose input head
cannot move to the left. A two-way deterministic pushdown automaton (2dpda), is
a 2apda whose IDs each have at most one successor. For each x∈{1; 2}, and any
function L(n), a strongly (weakly) L(n) space-bounded xapda is denoted by strong-
xapda(L(n)) (weak-xapda(L(n))).
Let L :N →N and a :N →N be two functions. For each m∈{strong; weak} and each
x∈{1; 2}, we denote by m-xa(n)pda(L(n)) (m-xa(n)pda(L(n))) an a(n) alternation-
depth bounded m-xapda(L(n)) with the initial state existential (universal), and
denote by m-xa(n)pda(L(n)) (m-xa(n)pda(L(n))) an a(n) alternation-size bounded
m-xapda(L(n))with the initial state existential (universal).
We denote the set of strings accepted by an apda M by T (M). For each m∈{strong;
weak} and each x∈{1; 2}, we de3ne
m-xAPDA(L(n))= {L|L=T (M) for some m-xapda(L(n)) M};
m-xa(n)PDA(L(n))= {L|L=T (M) for some m-xa(n)pda(L(n)) M};
m-xa(n)PDA(L(n))= {L|L=T (M) for some m-xa(n)pda(L(n)) M};
m-xa(n)PDA(L(n))= {L|L=T (M) for some m-xa(n)pda(L(n)) M}
and
m-xa(n)PDA(L(n))= {L|L=T (M) for some m-xa(n)pda(L(n)) M}:
A two-way alternating Turing machine (2aTm) we consider here has a read-only
input tape (which is read by a read-only input head) delimited by the left endmarker
c= and the right endmarker $, and a semi-in3nite read-write work tape. A one-way al-
ternating Turing machine (1aTm) is a 2aTm whose input head cannot move to the
left. The reader is referred to [1, 4, 8, 11, 15] for the formal de3nitions of aTm’s. Let
L(n) and a(n) be any two functions and M be an aTm. The concepts of ‘computa-
tion tree of M ’, ‘accepting computation tree’, ‘strongly (weakly) L(n) space-bounded’,
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‘alternation’, ‘a(n) alternation-depth bounded’, and ‘a(n) alternation-size bounded’ are
de3ned as in alternating pushdown automata. For each x ∈ {1; 2}, and any function
L(n), a strongly (weakly) L(n) space-bounded xaTm is denoted by strong-xaTm(L(n))
(weak-xaTm(L(n))).
For each m ∈ {strong;weak}, each x ∈ {1; 2}, and any two functions L(n) and
a(n), we denote by m-xa(n)Tm(L(n)) (m-xa(n)Tm(L(n))) an a(n) alternation-depth
bounded m-xaTm(L(n)) with the initial state existential (universal), and denote by m-
xa(n)Tm(L(n)) (m-xa(n)Tm (L(n))) an a(n) alternation-size bounded m-xaTm(L(n))
with the initial state existential (universal).
We denote the set of strings accepted by an aTm M by T (M). For each m ∈
{strong;weak} and each x ∈ {1; 2}, we de3ne
m-xATM(L(n))= {L |L=T (M) for some m-xaTm(L(n))M};
m-xa(n)TM(L(n))= {L |L=T (M) for some m-xa(n)Tm(L(n))M};
m-xa(n)TM(L(n))= {L |L=T (M) for some m-xa(n)Tm(L(n))M};
m-xa(n)TM(L(n))= {L |L=T (M) for some m-xa(n)Tm(L(n))M};
and
m-xa(n)TM(L(n))= {L|L=T (M) for some m-xa(n)Tm(L(n))M}:
We conclude this section by giving several notations used below.
Notation 1. For any string w, |w| denotes the length of w, and wR denotes the reversal
(i.e., mirror image) of w. For any set S; |S| denotes the number of elements of S.
Notation 2. For each integer n¿1, and for each integer i (16i62n), let B(n; i) de-
note the binary number of n bits with the leftmost bit as the most signi3cant bit
which represents the integer i−1. Thus, B(3; 1)=000; B(3; 2)=001; B(3; 3)=010; : : : ;
B(3; 23)=B(3; 8)=111.
Notation 3. For each integer n¿1, and for each integer i (16i622
n
), let
W (n; i), xi1B(n; 1)xi2B(n; 2) · · · xi2nB(n; 2n)
and
W ′(n; i),
{
xi1B(n; 1)xi2B(n; 2) · · · xi2nB(n; 2n) if i is odd;
xi1B(n;1)Rxi2B(n;2)R · · · xi2nB(n; 2n)R if i is even;
where xij’s ∈ {a; b}, and h(W (n; i))= h(W ′(n; i))=B(2n; i) (where h : {0; 1; a; b}∗ →
{0; 1}∗ is a homomorphism such that h(0)= h(1)= ! , the empty string, h(a)= 0
and h(b)= 1).
Remark 1. We note that in W (n; i) or W ′(n; i), B(n; j) (or B(n; j)R) is used to address
the bit xij ∈ {a; b} locally (n¿1, 16i; j62n).
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Notation 4. For each integer n¿1, let:
• Ruler(n), W (n; 1)#W (n; 2)# · · · #W (n; 22n),
• Ruler′(n), W ′(n; 1)#W ′(n; 2)# · · · #W ′(n; 22n);
• D(n)= {x1B(n; 1)x2B(n; 2) · · · x2nB(n; 2n)|∀i(16i62n) [xi ∈ {a; b}]}, and
• D′(n)= {x1B(n; 1)Rx2B(n; 2)R · · · x2nB(n; 2n)R|∀i(16i62n) [xi ∈ {a; b}]}.
Remark 2. In each string of D(n) (or D′(n)), B(n; j) (or B(n; j)R) is also used to
address the bit xj ∈ {a; b} locally (16j62n).
Throughout this paper, let h denote the homomorphism described above, and assume
that logarithms are base 2.
3. An innite alternation-depth hierarchy
This section shows that there is an in3nite hierarchy on alternation-depth for 1apda’s
and 2apda’s with spaces between log log n and log n. The results in this section stem
from the observation that by addressing the bits in a word locally, (i) many upper
bounds concerning alternating Turing machines (with small space bounds) can be trans-
formed to apda’s (with small stack size), and (ii) most known lower bounds are not
a@ected by this additional addressing. Special cases of this addressing technique have
already been used in [5, 16]. We 3rst de3ne our witness languages, which are modi3-
cations of witness languages in [1] by locally addressing.
For every i¿1, we have a special symbol #i . For each n¿1 and each u ∈ D′(n), let
D1 = ({a; b}{0; 1}+)∗
and
Di+1 = (Di{#i })∗ · Di for i¿1;
∃D1(n; u)= {u′ ∈ D(n)|h(u′) = h(u)}
and
∀D1(n; u)= {u′ ∈ D(n)|h(u′)= h(u)};
and, for i¿1,
∃Di+1(n; u) = {W1#i · · · #iWm ∈ Di+1|m¿1
& ∃j(16j6m)[Wj ∈ ∀Di(n; u)]}
and
∀Di+1(n; u) = {W1#i · · · #iWm ∈ Di+1|m¿1
& ∀j(16j6m)[Wj ∈ ∃Di(n; u)]}:
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Now, let us de3ne the following witness languages:
L∃k = {w#u#Ruler′(n)|n¿1 & u ∈ D′(n) & w ∈ ∃Dk(n; u)} for each k¿2;
and
L∀k = {w#u#Ruler′(n)|n¿1 & u ∈ D′(n) & w ∈ ∀Dk(n; u)} for each k¿2:
Example.
L∃2 = {w1#1 · · · #1wm#u#Ruler′(n)|n¿1 & m¿1 & u ∈ D′(n)
& ∀i(16i6m)[wi ∈ D1] & ∃j(16j6m)[wj ∈ D(n) & h(wj)= h(u)]}
and
L∀2 = {w1#1 · · · #1wm#u#Ruler′(n)|n¿1 & m¿1 & u ∈ D′(n)
& ∀i(16i6m)[wi ∈ D(n) & h(wi) = h(u)]}:
Theorem 3.1. For each k¿2; the following holds:
(1) L∃k ∈ weak-1kPDA(log log n); L∀k ∈ weak-1kPDA(log log n); and
(2) L∃k ∈ strong-2kPDA(log log n); L∀k ∈ strong-2kPDA(log log n):
The proof of (1). We prove assertion (1) by induction on k¿2.
(I) We 3rst show that assertion (1) holds for k =2. The following weak-12pda
(log log n) M∃2 recognizes L
∃
2 . Suppose that an input string
x=w1#1w2#1 · · · #1wm#u#u1#u2# · · · #ud (A)
is presented to M∃2 , where d¿4; m¿1, and
(i) for each i (16i6m); wi =yi1vi1yi2vi2 · · ·yil′i vil′i
(where l′i¿2; yij’s ∈ {a; b}; and vij’s ∈ {0; 1}+);
(ii) for each s (16s6d), us= xs1ts1xs2ts2 · · · xsls tsls
(where ls¿2; xsj’s ∈ {a; b}; and tsj’s ∈ {0; 1}+); and
(iii) u=y1v1y2v2 · · ·ylvl (where l¿2; yj’s ∈ {a; b}, and vj’s ∈ {0; 1}+):
(Input strings of the form di@erent from the above can be easily rejected by M∃2 .) M
∃
2
existentially chooses some i (16i6m), moves to the subword wi, stores vi1 in the
pushdown stack, and makes a universal branch as follows (let |vi1|= n):
(a) In the 3rst branch B1; M∃2 checks whether
∀s(16s6d)[|vi1|= |vi2|= · · · = |vil′i |= |ts1|= |ts2|= · · · = |tsls |= |v1|= |v2|= · · · =|vl|= n ]:
This is universally done by using n (= |vi1|) space of the pushdown stack.
(b) In the second branch B2, M∃2 checks whether
(b-1) vi1 =B(n; 1)= 00 · · · 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
; vil′i =B(n; 2
n)= 11 · · · 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
; and
∀j(16j6l′i − 1)[num(vij+1)= num(vij) + 1];
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(b-2) v1 =B(n; 1)R = 00 · · · 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
; vl=B(n; 2n)R = 11 · · · 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
; and
∀j(16j6l− 1)[num(vj+1R)= num(vjR) + 1],
(b-3) for each odd number s (16s6d)
[ts1 =B(n; 1); tsls =B(n; 2
n); and
∀j(16j6ls − 1)[num(tsj+1)= num(tsj) + 1]], and
(b-4) for each even number s (16s6d)
[ts1 =B(n; 1)R ; tsls =B(n; 2
n)R ; and
∀j(16j6ls − 1)[num(tsj+1R)= num(tsjR) + 1].
(c) In the third branch B3, M∃2 checks whether
(c-1) x11x12 · · · x1l1 = aa · · · a and xd1xd2 · · · xdld = bb · · · b, and
(c-2) ∀s(16s6d− 1)[num(h(xs+1;1xs+1;2 · · · xs+1;ls+1))
= num(h(xs1xs2 · · · xsls)) + 1]:
(d) In the fourth branch B4; M∃2 checks whether h(wi)= h(u); i.e., yi1yi2 · · ·yil′i =
y1y2 · · ·yl.
The checks of B2; B3, and B4 can also be universally done by using the same technique
as in the proof of Theorem 4 in [16]. For completeness, we give the technique in the
appendix. M∃2 accepts the input string x if and only if (a)–(d) above are also checked
successfully if and only if x is in L∃2 . It will be obvious that each computation path
of an accepting computation tree of M∃2 on any input x ∈ L∃2 is such that the space of
the pushdown stack is bounded by n= |vi1|6 log log |x|.
As for the language L∀2 , the following weak-12pda(log log n) M
∀
2 recognizes L
∀
2 .
Suppose that an input string x of the form (A) above is presented to M∀2 . Let |v11|= n.
M∀2 3rst checks whether ∀i(16i6m)[wi ∈ D(n)] and u ∈ D′(n), and then M∀2 checks
that the subword u1#u2# · · · #ud of x is Ruler′(n). These two checks can be universally
done just as the machine M∃2 does. In another universal branch, M
∀
2 checks whether
∀i(16i6m)[h(wi) = h(u)], where (i) wi =yi1vi1yi2vi2 · · ·yil′i vil′i (where l
′
i¿2; yij’s ∈
{a; b}, and vij’s ∈ {0; 1}+); and (ii) u=y1v1y2v2 · · ·ylvl (where l¿2; yj’s ∈ {a; b};
and vj’s ∈ {0; 1}+): To check that, M∀2 further makes a universal branch. For each
i (16i6m), in the ith branch, M∀2 existentially moves to yij (16j6l
′
i ) in wi, stores
the symbol yij in the 3nite control, stores the “address” string vij (positioned just after
yij) in the pushdown stack. And then M∀2 existentially moves to yj′ (16j
′6l) in u,
picks up the symbol yj′ , and enters an accepting state only if it 3nds out that vijR = vj′
and yij = yj′ . Clearly, the space cost of M∀2 is also n= |vi1|6 log log |x|.
(II) Assume that assertion (1) holds for L∃i and L
∀
i (26i6k − 1). We below prove
that assertion (1) holds for L∃k and L
∀
k , too.
(a) An input string x in L∃k has the form
x=WS with W in ∃Dk(n; u);
W =W1 #k−1W2 #k−1 · · · #k−1Wm; with Wi in ∀Dk−1(n; u) for some i (16i6m); and
S =#u#Ruler′(n);
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where u∈D′(n), m¿1 and n¿1. By the assumption above, there is a weak-1k−1pda
(log log n) M∀k−1 which accepts WiS i@ Wi is in ∀Dk−1(n; u). The following
weak-1kpda (log log n) M∃k recognizes L
∃
k . Suppose that an input string
x=W1 #k−1W2 #k−1 · · · #k−1Wm#u#y1#y2# · · · #yd (B)
is presented to M , where d¿4, m¿1, and
(i) for each i (16i6m), Wi is in {0; 1; a; b; #1 ; #2 ; : : : ; #k−2 }+,
(ii) for each s (16s6d), ys= xs1ts1xs2ts2 · · · xsls tsls (where ls¿2, xsj’s ∈{a; b}, and
tsj’s ∈{0; 1}+), and
(iii) u= v1z1v2z2 · · · vlzl (where l¿2, vj’s ∈{a; b}, and zj’s ∈{0; 1}+).
(Input strings of the form di@erent from the above can easily be rejected by M∃k .)
M∃k 3rst guesses some i and runs on x to Wi. M
∃
k then enters a universal state, and
acts just like the machine M∀k−1 above, but ignores the segment between the next #
k−1
(positioned just after Wi) and the 3rst #.
(b) An input string x in L∀k has the form
x=WS with W in ∀Dk(n; u),
W =W1 #k−1W2 #k−1 · · · #k−1Wm, with Wi in ∃Dk−1(n; u) for each i (16i6m), and
S =#u#Ruler′(n),
where u in D′(n), m¿1 and n¿1. By the assumption above, there is a
weak-1k−1pda (log log n) M∃k−1 which accepts WiS i@ Wi is in ∃Dk−1(n; u). The fol-
lowing weak-1kpda (log log n) M∀k recognizes L
∀
k . Suppose that an input string x of
the form (B) above is presented to M∀k . M
∀
k moves on x while making a universal
branch at the 3rst symbol of each Wi (16i6m).
(i) In one branch, M∀k continues the action (making universal branches) above until
it reaches the 3rst #. After that, M∀k runs to the right endmarker $, and enters an
accepting state.
(ii) In another branch, M∀k enters an existential state, and acts just like M
∃
k−1 above,
but ignores all the segments between the next #k−1 (positioned just after Wi) and
the 3rst #.
The space costs of the machines M∃k and M
∀
k are linearly bounded by the space costs
of the submachines M∃k−1 and M
∀
k−1, respectively. That is, they are basically bounded
by the space costs of the machines M∃2 and M
∀
2 which on any accepted input with
subword Ruler′(n) use no more than n6 log log |x| space as shown above.
The proof of (2). We can easily prove that the set {Ruler′(n)|n¿1} can be ac-
cepted by a strongly log log n space-bounded 2dpda. (The proof is left to the reader.
It is shown in [5, 16] that the set {Ruler(n)|n¿1} can be accepted by a strongly
log log n space-bounded 2dpda.) By noting this fact and the proof of (1) above, we
can easily see that for all k¿2, the languages L∃k and L
∀
k can also be accepted by a
strong-2kpda(log log n) and a strong-2kpda(log log n), respectively.
This completes the proof of the theorem.
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Theorem 3.2. For each k¿2;
L∃k =∈weak-2kTM(o(log n)); and L∀k =∈weak-2kTM(o(log n)):
Proof. The structures of the languages L∃k and L
∀
k (where k¿2) de3ned in this section
are the same as those of the languages L∃k and L
∀
k de3ned in [1], respectively, except
that ours include “address” strings B(n; i) and B(n; i)R. Noting that the lower bounds
in the proof of Theorem 5 in [1] are not a@ected by this additional addressing, we can
easily see that this theorem is proved by using the same technique as in the proof of
Theorem 5 in [1].
From Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 above, we have the following corollary.
Corollary 3.1. For each k¿2; each m;m′ ∈{weak; strong}; and any function log log n
6L(n)= o(log n);
(1) m-2kPDA(L(n)) is incomparable with m′-2kTM(L(n));
(2) m-2kPDA(L(n)) is incomparable with m′-2kPDA(L(n)); and
(3) weak-1kPDA(L(n)) is incomparable with weak-1kPDA(L(n)).
Theorem 3.3. For each X∈{;}; and any function L(n)= o(log n);
strong-2X2PDA(log log n)− weak-1ATM(L(n)) = ∅:
Proof. Let
L1 = {Ruler(n)cucu1cu2c · · · cuk ∈{0; 1; a; b; c; #}+|
n¿1& k¿1& u∈D′(n)&∀i(16i6k)[ui ∈D(n)]
&∃r(16r6k)[h(u)= h(ur)]}
and
L2 = {Ruler(n)cucu1cu2c · · · cuk ∈{0; 1; a; b; c; #}+|
n¿1& k¿1& u∈D′(n)&
∀i(16i6k)[ui ∈D(n)& h(u) = h(ui)]}:
Then,
(1) L1 is in strong-22PDA(log log n) and L2 is in strong-22PDA (log log n), and
(2) neither L1 nor L2 is in weak-1ATM(L(n)). These two assertions can be proved in
the same way as in the proof of Theorem 1 in [16].
It is shown in [16] that for any function log log n6L(n)= o(log n), and each
m∈{strong; weak}, m-11PDA(L(n)) m-21PDA(L(n)) and m-11PDA(L(n)) 
m-21PDA(L(n)). From this fact and from Theorem 3.3, we have the following
corollary.
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Corollary 3.2. For each k¿1; and any function log log n6L(n)= o(log n),
(1) weak-1kPDA(L(n)) weak-2kPDA(L(n)); and
(2) weak-1kPDA(L(n)) weak-2kPDA(L(n)).
Remark 3.1. It is shown in [5, 16] that the set {Ruler(n) | n¿1} can be accepted by a
strongly log log n space-bounded 2dpda, and clearly, this set is not a regular language.
On the other hand, it is shown in [4] that strong-1ATM(o(log n)) is equal to the
class of regular languages. From this observation, we can show that, for any function
log log n6L(n)= o(log n), and each X∈{;}, strong-1ATM(L(n)) strong-2X1
TM(L(n)) and strong-1APDA(L(n)) strong-2X1PDA(L(n)).
Theorem 3.4. For each X∈{;}; and any function log log n6L(n)= o(log n);
weak-1X2PDA(log log n)− (weak-21TM(L(n)) ∪weak-21TM(L(n))) = ∅:
Proof. Let L∃2 and L
∀
2 be the sets described above. In Theorem 3.1, we proved that
L∃2 ∈weak-12PDA(log log n) and L∀2 ∈weak-12PDA(log log n). On the other hand,
we can prove that neither L∃2 nor L
∀
2 is in weak-21TM(L(n)) ∪weak-21TM(L(n))
by using the same technique as in the proof of Theorem 4 in [16]. This completes the
proof of the theorem.
From Theorems 3.1 through 3.4, we have the following corollary.
Corollary 3.3. For each k¿1; each m∈{weak; strong}; and each X;Y∈{;}; and
any function log log n6L(n)= o(log n);
(1) m-2XkPDA(L(n)) m-2Yk+1PDA(L(n)); and
(2) weak-1XkPDA(L(n)) weak-1Yk+1PDA(L(n)).
Remark 3.2. Since strong-1ATM(o(log n)) is equal to the class of regular languages
[4], it follows that strong-1APDA(o(log n)) is also equal to the class of regular lan-
guages. From this fact, we see that, for any function L(n)= o(log n), each k¿1, and
each X;Y∈{;}, strong-1XkPDA(L(n))= strong-1Yk+1PDA(L(n)).
Fig. 1 shows main results in this section. In (a), for each k¿1, 2k (resp., 2k)
denotes the class of languages accepted by strongly (or weakly) L(n) space-bounded
and k alternation-depth bounded 2apda’s with the initial state existential (resp., univer-
sal), where log log n6L(n)= o(log n). In (b), for each k¿1, 1k (resp., 1k) denotes
the class of languages accepted by weakly L(n) space-bounded and k alternation-depth
bounded 1apda’s with the initial state existential (resp., universal), where log log n
6L(n)= o(log n). In (a) and (b), solid lines mean ‘proper inclusion’ relation, and
dotted lines mean ‘incomparable’ relation.
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Fig. 1. Alternation-depth hierarchy for apda’s.
4. A relationship between alternation-depth and alternation-size
This section investigates a relationship between alternation-depth and alternation-size
of apda’s (aTm’s) with sublogarithmic space.
Lemma 4.1. Let
L3 = {Ruler′(n)cw11cw12c · · · cw1r1ccu1cw21cw22c · · · cw2r2ccu2
· · · · · · cwl1cwl2c · · · cwlrlccul ∈{0; 1; a; b; c; #}+ |
n¿1& l¿1&∀i(16i6l)[ri¿1& ui ∈D′(n)&
∀j(16j6ri)[wij ∈D(n)& h(wij) = h(ui)]]}:
Then;
(1) L3 ∈weak-12 PDA (log log n);
(2) L3 ∈ strong-22 PDA (log log n); and
(3) for any function a(n)=o(
√
n);
L3 =∈ weak-2a(n)TM(o(log n))∪weak-2a(n) TM (o(log n)):
The proof of (1). L3 will be accepted by the following weak-12pda(log log n) M .
We assume without loss of generality that an input string x to M is of the form
Ruler′(n)x1ccu1x2ccu2 · · · xlccul
for some n¿1 and l¿1, where
(i) ∀i(16i6l)[xi = cwi1cwi2c · · · cwiri ]; where ri¿1,
(ii) ∀i(16i6l)∀j(16j6ri)[wij =yij1vij1yij2vij2 · · ·yijlij vijlij ],
where lij¿2 and ∀k(16k6lij)[yijk ∈{a; b}&vijk ∈{0; 1}+], and
(iii) ∀i(16i6l)[ui =yi1vi1yi2vi2 · · ·yili vili ], where li¿2, yij’s ∈{a; b}, and vij’s ∈
{0; 1}+.
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This is because it is implicitly shown in the proof of Theorem 4 in [16] that the set
{Ruler′(n) | n¿1} can be accepted by a weakly log log n space-bounded 1apda with
only universal states, and thus input strings di@erent from the above can easily be
rejected by M .
In addition to making the universal branches to recognize Ruler′(n), M stores the
3rst B(n; 1) of Ruler′(n) on the pushdown stack and further makes the following
universal branches:
(a) M checks whether ∀i(16i6l)[ui ∈D′(n)].
(b) M checks whether ∀i(16i6l)∀j(16j6ri)[wij ∈D(n)].
The checks of (a) and (b) can be universally checked by using the same technique
as in the proof of Theorem 4 in [16].
(c) M checks whether ∀i(16i6l)∀j(16j6ri)[h(wij) = h(ui)].
To check that, M further makes universal branches. For each i (16i6l) and each
j (16j6ri), in the branch Bij; M existentially moves to yijk (16k6lij) in wij,
stores the symbol yijk in the 3nite control, and stores the “address” string vijk
(positioned just after yijk) in the pushdown stack. Then M existentially moves to
yik′ (16k ′6li) in ui, picks up the symbol yik′ , and enters an accepting state only
if it 3nds out that vijkR = vik′ and yijk = yik′ .
It will be obvious that each computation path of an accepting computation tree of
M on any input x in L3 is such that the space of the pushdown stack is bounded by
n6 log log |x|.
The proof of (2). It is shown in the proof of Theorem 3.1 (2) that the set {Ruler′(n) |
n¿1} can be accepted by a strongly log log n space-bounded 2dpda. By noting this
fact and the proof of (1) above, we can easily see that the set L3 can also be accepted
by a strong-22pda(log log n).
The proof of (3). We 3rst show that L3 =∈ weak-2a(n) TM (o(log n)) for any function
a(n)= o(
√
n). Suppose to the contrary that there exists a weak-2a(n)Tm(L(n)) M
accepting L3, where L(n)= o(log n) and a(n)= o(
√
n). For each n¿1, let
V (n) = {Ruler′(n)y1ccu1y2ccu2 · · · yf(n)ccuf(n) |
∀i(16i6f(n))[yi ∈W (n)& ui ∈D′(n)]};
where f(n)= n · 2n · 22n , and W (n)= {cw1cw2c · · · cw22n | ∀i(16i622
n
)[wi ∈D(n)]}.
We consider the computations of M on the strings in V (n). We assume, without loss
of generality, that M enters an accepting state only on the right endmarker $. Let r(n)
be the length of each element in V (n). Then r(n)=U(n · 2n · 22n · f(n))=U(f(n)2).
Let C(n) denote the set of all possible storage states when M uses at most L(r(n))
worktape cells, and let u(n)= |C(n) |. Then u(n)=O(tL(r(n))) for some constant t. Let
x; y be two strings in W (n). We say that x and y are M -equivalent if for each pair of
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storage states q; q′ ∈ C(n); and each d; d′ ∈{right; left},
there exists an L(r(n)) space-bounded computation in which M enters x in q from
the d edge, and afterwards exits x in q′ from the d′ edge without making any
alternation on the way
⇐⇒
there exists an L(r(n)) space-bounded computation in which M enters y in q from
the d edge, and afterwards exits y in q′ from the d′ edge without making any
alternation on the way.
Clearly there are at most e(n)=O(su(n)×u(n)) M -equivalence classes of strings in
W (n), where s is a constant.
For each y= cw1cw2c · · · cw22n ∈W (n), let
b(y)= {u∈D′(n)|∃j(16j622n)[h(wj)= h(u)]}:
Furthermore, for each n¿1, let R(n)= {b(y) |y∈W (n)}. Intuitively, |R(n)| is equal
to the number of all the nonempty subsets of {a; b}2n . Thus,
|R(n)|=222
n
− 1:
From the assumption that L(n)= o(log n) and from the fact that r(n)=U(f(n)2)=
U((n · 2n · 22n)2), it follows that |R(n)|¿e(n) for large n¿n1 (where n1 is a constant).
At the same time, from the assumption that a(n)= o(
√
n), it follows that
lim
n→∞ a(r(n))=(r(n))
1=2 = 0:
Since r(n)=U(f(n)2), we have
lim
n→∞ a(r(n))=(f(n)
2)1=2 = 0;
that is,
lim
n→∞ a(r(n))=f(n)= 0:
Thus, a(r(n))¡f(n) for large n¿n2 (where n2 is a constant larger than n1).
Since |R(n)|¿e(n) for such a large n, it follows that there must exist two M -
equivalent elements y; y′ in W (n) such that b(y) = b(y′). We can assume, with-
out loss of generality, that there is some u∈D′(n) such that u∈ b(y′) − b(y). Let
z=Ruler′(n)y1ccuy2ccu · · ·yf(n)ccu; where y1 =y2 = · · · =yf(n) =y. It is clear that z
is in L3 ∩V (n), and so there exists an L(r(n)) space-bounded and a(r(n)) alternation-
size bounded accepting computation tree of M on z. We denote this computation
tree by comp(z). Furthermore, since a(r(n))¡f(n), it follows that there is some yi
(16i6f(n)) such that M never makes any alternation on yi in comp(z). Let z′ be the
string obtained from z by replacing yi (=y) by y′. From comp(z), We can construct
an L(r(n)) space-bounded and a(r(n)) alternation-size bounded accepting computation
tree of M on z′. This is a contradiction, since z′ is not in L3.
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The proof of “L3 =∈ weak-2a(n) TM (o(log n))” is similar to the proof of “L3 =∈
weak-2a(n)TM (o(log n))” above.
From Lemma 4.1, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 4.1. For any function a(n)= o(
√
n);
(1) strong-22 PDA (log log n)∩weak-12 PDA (log log n)−
(weak-2a(n) PDA (o(log n))∪weak-2a(n) PDA (o(log n))) = ∅; and
(2) strong-22 TM (log log n)∩weak-12 TM (log log n)−
(weak-2a(n) TM (o(log n))∪weak-2a(n) TM (o(log n))) = ∅.
Remark 4.1. It is obvious that for each m∈{strong; weak}, each X∈{1; 2}, each
Y∈{;}, each k¿1, each Z∈{PDA;TM}, and any function L(n),
(1) m-XYkZ(L(n))⊆ m-XYkZ(L(n)),
(2) m-XY1Z(L(n))=m-XY1Z(L(n)), and
(3) m-X2Z(L(n))=m-X2Z(L(n)).
From Remark 4.1 and Theorem 4.1, we have the following corollary.
Corollary 4.1. For each m∈{strong; weak}; each l¿3; each k¿2; each Z ∈ {PDA;
TM}; and any function log log n6L(n)= o(log n);
(1) m-2lZ(L(n)) m-2lZ(L(n)),
(2) m-2kZ(L(n)) m-2kZ(L(n)),
(3) weak-1lZ(L(n)) weak-1lZ(L(n)), and
(4) weak-1kZ(L(n)) weak-1kZ(L(n)).
It is unknown whether we can strengthen Theorem 4.1.
5. An innite alternation-size hierarchy
In Section 3, we have shown an in3nite hierarchy on alternation-depth for apda’s
with spaces between log log n and log n. This section shows an in3nite hierarchy on
alternation-size for apda’s (aTm’s) with spaces between log log n and log n.
Lemma 5.1. For each k¿1; let
T (k) = {cw11cw12c · · · cw1r1ccu1cw21cw22c · · · cw2r2ccu2 · · · · · ·
cwk1cwk2c · · · cwkrk ccuk#Ruler′(n)∈{0; 1; a; b; c; #}+ |
n¿1&∀i(16i6k)[ri¿1& ui ∈D′(n)&
∀j(16j6ri)[wij ∈ ({a; b}{0; 1}+)+]&
∃j(16j6ri)[wij ∈D(n)& h(wij)= h(ui)]]}:
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Then;
(1) T (k)∈weak-12k PDA (log log n);
(2) T (k)∈ strong-22k PDA (log log n); and
(3) T (k) =∈ weak-2k TM (o(log n))∪weak-2k TM (o(log n)).
The proof of (1). We prove assertion (1) by induction on k¿1.
(I) By using the same way as in the proof of Theorem 3.1(1), we can show that
T (1)∈weak-12PDA(log log n). Thus, assertion (1) holds for T (1).
(II) Assume that assertion (1) holds for T (i) (16i6k − 1). We below prove that
assertion (1) holds for T (k); too. Note that an input string x in T (k) has the form
x=wccuW with W ∈T (k − 1) and w= cw1cw2c · · · cwr;
where wj’s, u∈{0; 1; a; b}+. By the assumption above, there is a weak-12k−2pda
(log log n) Mk−1 which accepts W i@ W is in T (k − 1). T (k) is accepted by a
weak-12kpda (log log n) Mk which acts as follows. We assume without loss of
generality that an input string x to Mk is of the form
x=wccuW (1)
where
(i) w= cw1cw2c · · · cwr (r¿1),
(ii) ∀i(16i6r)[wi =yi1vi1yi2vi2 · · ·yili vili ],
where li¿2, yij’s ∈{a; b}, and vij’s ∈{0; 1}+,
(iii) u=y1v1y2v2 · · ·ylvl, where l¿2, yj’s ∈{a; b}, and vj’s ∈{0; 1}+, and
(iv) W ∈{0; 1; a; b; c; #}+.
(Input strings of the form di@erent from 〈1〉 above can easily be rejected by Mk .)
Mk 3rst guesses some i (16i6r) and runs on x to wi: Mk then makes a universal
branch as follows (let |vi1|= n).
(i) In one branch, Mk universally checks whether wi ∈D(n) and h(wi)= h(u), by
using the same way as in the proof of Theorem 3.1(1).
(ii) In another branch, Mk moves to the beginning of W and enters an existential
state. Mk then acts on W just like the machine Mk−1 above.
Clearly, the alternation-size of Mk is 2k − 2 + 2=2k, and Mk on any accepted
input x uses no more than n (= |vi1|6 log log |x|) space.
The proof of (2). It is shown in the proof of Theorem 3.1(2) that the set {Ruler′(n)|
n¿1} can be accepted by a strongly log log n space-bounded 2dpda. By noting this
fact and the proof of (1) above, we can easily see that for all k¿1, the languages
T (k) can also be accepted by strong-22kpda(log log n).
The proof of (3). Similar to the proof of Lemma 4.1(3) in the previous section. The
main di@erence is to replace
‘V (n)= {Ruler′(n)y1ccu1y2ccu2 · · ·yf(n)ccuf(n)}’; ‘u∈ b(y′)− b(y)’;
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‘z=Ruler′(n)y1ccuy2ccu · · ·yf(n)ccu’; ‘y1 =y2 = · · · =yf(n) =y’;
and L3 ∩V (n)’;
in the proof of Lemma 4.1(3), with
‘V (n)= {Ruler′(n)y1ccu1y2ccu2 · · ·ykccuk}’; ‘u∈ b(y)− b(y′)’;
‘z=Ruler′(n)y1ccuy2ccu · · ·ykccu’; ‘y1 =y2 = · · · =yk =y’; and ‘T (k)∩V (n)’;
respectively.
From Lemma 5.1, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 5.1. For each k¿1 and any function L(n) such that log log n6L(n)=
o(log n);
(1) weak-12kPDA(log log n)∩ strong-22kPDA(log log n)−
(weak-2kTM(o(log n))∪weak-2kTM(o(log n))) = ∅; and
(2) weak-12k+1PDA(log log n)∩ strong-22k+1PDA(log log n)−
(weak-2kTM(o(log n))∪weak-2kTM(o(log n))) = ∅.
From Theorem 5.1, we have the following corollary.
Corollary 5.1. For each k¿1; each m∈{strong; weak}; each Z ∈{PDA;TM}; and any
function L(n) such that log log n6L(n)= o(log n);
(1) m-2kZ(L(n)) m-22kZ(L(n));
(2) m-2kZ(L(n)) m-22k+1Z(L(n));
(3) weak-1kZ(L(n)) weak-12kZ(L(n)); and
(4) weak-1kZ(L(n)) weak-12k+1Z(L(n)).
6. Conclusions
The most interesting open problems in this paper are: For any k¿2 and any function
log n6L(n)= o(log n),
(1) strong-2kPDA(log log n)− weak-2kTM(L(n)) = ∅?, and
(2) strong-2kPDA(log log n)− weak-2kTM(L(n)) = ∅?
Another interesting problem is whether a result similar to Corollary 3.1 of this paper
holds also for 1-inkdot versions [9, 10, 14] of 2apda’s and 2aTm’s, i.e., whether for
each k¿1; (k + 1) alternation-depth are better than k alternation-depth for 1-inkdot
L(n) space-bounded (where log log n6L(n)= o(log n)) 2apda’s and 2aTm’s.
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Appendix
The second branch B2: (b-1) is universally checked as follows. The check of
‘vi1 =B(n; 1)’ and ‘vil′i =B(n; 2
n)’ is straightforward. To check that num(vij+1)=
num(vij) + 1 for each 16j6l′i − 1, M∃2 makes a universal branch. For each j (16j
6l′i − 1), in the jth branch, M∃2 universally checks whether num(vij+1)= num(vij)+1.
That is, for each k (16k6|vij|), in the kth branch, M∃2 stores the symbol vij(k)
(where vij(k) denotes the kth symbol (from the left) of vij) in its 3nite control, stores
Zk in the pushdown stack (where Z is a pushdown stack symbol), picks up the kth
symbol vij+1(k) of vij+1 by using Zk in the pushdown stack, and enters an accepting
state only if it 3nds out that if either (k = |vij|) or (k = |vij| & vij(k + 1)= vij(k +
2)= · · · = vij(|vij|)= 1), then vij+1(k)= vij(k), and otherwise, vij+1(k)= vij(k), where
X1= 0 and X0=1.
The checks of (b-2), (b-3), and (b-4) are similar to the check of (b-1).
The third branch B3: The check of (c-1) is trivially done by using the 3nite control.
On the other hand, (c-2) is universally checked as follows.
For each s (16s6d− 1), in the sth branch, M∃2 checks whether
num(h(xs+1;1xs+1;2 · · · xs+1;ls+1))= num(h(xs1xs2 · · · xsls)) + 1:
To do so, M∃2 further makes a universal branch. For each j (16j6ls), in the jth
branch, M∃2 stores the symbol xsj in the 3nite control, and stores the “address” string
tsj (positioned just after xsj) in the pushdown stack. Then, by using tsj stored in the
pushdown stack, M∃2 tries to pick up the symbol xs+1; j and check that xsj and xs+1; j
have a desired relationship. To do so, M∃2 again makes a universal branch. That is,
for each j′ (16j′6ls+1), in the j′th branch, M∃2 stores the symbol xs+1; j′ in the 3nite
control and compares tsj (stored in the pushdown stack) with ts+1; j′ : If ts+1; j′ = tsjR,
then M∃2 immediately enters an accepting state. If ts+1; j′ = tsj
R (i.e., j′= j), then M∃2
enters an accepting state only if one of the following three conditions is true:
(i) j= ls & xs+1; j′ = xsj,
(ii) j = ls & xsj+1 = xsj+2 = · · · = xsls = b & xs+1; j′ = xsj, or
(iii) j = ls & ∃r(j + 16r6ls)[xsr = a] & xs+1; j′ = xsj,
where Xa= b and Xb= a:
The fourth branch B4: M∃2 universally checks whether h(wi)= h(u), i.e., yi1yi2 · · ·
yil′i =y1y2 · · ·yl. That is, for each j (16j6l′i), in the jth branch, M∃2 checks whether
yij =yj. To check that yij =yj, M∃2 stores the symbol yij in the 3nite control, stores
the “address” string vij (positioned just after yij) in the pushdown stack, existentially
guesses j′ (such that vj′ = vijR), picks up the symbol yj′ , and enters an accepting state
only if it 3nds out that vj′ = vijR and yij =yj′ . (Another method to check that yij =yj
is to use a technique similar to that in the last paragraph of the third branch B3 above.
That is, M∃2 stores the symbol yij in the 3nite control, and stores the address string vij
(positioned just after yij) in the pushdown stack. Then, M∃2 makes a universal branch
as follows. For each j′ (16j′6l), in the j′th branch, M∃2 stores the symbol yj′ in
the 3nite control and compares vij (stored in the pushdown stack) with the address
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string vj′ . If vj′ = vijR, then M∃2 immediately enters an accepting state. If vj′ = vijR (i.e.
j′= j), then M∃2 enters an accepting state only if yij =yj′ .)
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